RECONCILE AND RECONNECT
We are all perfectly imperfect and that is perfectly alright.
We are human and we do err could be at workplace,
relationships etc. Every mistake we tend to make in relationships
has an impact on the other. Relationship between family and
f riends will be different. Again it varies at the work place as it is
very f ragile. Moreover we need to take care and need to learn
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HOW TO MAKE AND RECEIVE ATTEMPTS TO
REPAIR AND MAINTAIN THE RELATIONSHIP

The brave and honest one come forward to apologize with words
either spoken or written. When we apologize, say and realise our
areas of improvements there is a joy in our hearts. It is equally
important be open to receive apologies from others as well.
It takes a special kind of true approach to ask forgiveness.
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APOLOGISING SIGNS

We all might not apologize with words. Sometimes, people
apologise through their efforts to repair the relationship. They may
text a message or mail, cook a meal , make a hot cup of coffee, do
the chores want to play with, play your favourite music, defend
you in front of others, stock your preferred flavour of ice-cream in
the freezer, ask you for your advice and find reasons to talk to you.
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ACCEPTING APOLOGY

When you recognise these signs and know that apology is not just
words. Don’t let your pride, and ego stop you from making and
receiving amends. Once you decide to reconcile do not remind
past mistakes.

Make your day joyful.
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